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Your Sign to Save Animals
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Order This New peta2 Merch for Spring Break!
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10 Animal-Friendly Ways to Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day
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[image: PETA-owned image for the St. Patrick's Day featured image from https://www.peta2.com/lifestyle/vegan-shamrock-shake/] 







What Do Animal ‘Actors’ in Hollywood Endure Off Set?
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[image: PETA-owned image for the animals in Hollywood feature from https://investigations.peta.org/atlanta-film-animals/] 







Mission: Remind Everyone Not to Buy Animals as Easter Gifts
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Order This New peta2 Merch for Spring Break!
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10 Animal-Friendly Ways to Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day
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What Do Animal ‘Actors’ in Hollywood Endure Off Set?
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subscribe for updates, contests, ways to help & more!

All fields in bold are mandatory.



First Name(Required) 

Last Name 

Date of Birth(Required)

Month



Day



Year




e-mail(Required)



tel. (mobile)

Untitled

By clicking, you agree to receive automated texts and calls from peta2 and accept our terms and conditions. Message and data rates may apply. U.S. mobile users only. You can opt out anytime.




Hidden
Country 

Hidden
Enews Opt-in

sign me up for peta2 e-mails




Comments
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.




 Current subscribers: You will continue to receive e-mail unless you explicitly opt out by clicking here.


By submitting this form, you’re acknowledging that you have read and agree to our privacy policy and agree to receive e-mails from us.



 


















we dream of a world where animals live free and are given the chance to feel joy, love, and comfort.
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animals are lucky to have you advocating for them!
[image: animals are lucky to have you advocating for them! this #StPatricksDay, spread compassion and celebrate with 10 animal-friendly ideas 🍀🐾 head to our bio for details 🌈💚]







more than 95% of drugs that are shown to be “saf


 [image: more than 95% of drugs that are shown to be “safe” and “effective” in animals, fail in human trials ‼️ which essentially means that billions of dollars are wasted on torturing millions of animals each year for absolutely nothing 😡 find out why this horrific and useless practice is still funded in our new mini docuseries “The Failed Experiment”—available for free on YouTube!  art by @justcomics_official 💗]







part 2: our chick’s journey shows the harsh real
 [image: part 2: our chick’s journey shows the harsh realities of factory farming, but against all odds, there’s a twist of hope🫶 sadly, unlike this chick, millions of chicks each year don’t get a happy ending💔 make the compassionate choice and choose vegan!]







part 1: watch the journey of this adorable chick b
 [image: part 1: watch the journey of this adorable chick born in a factory farm as he fights for his life and survives 💗 each year, over 9 billion chickens go through similar hardships, but this story takes a turn for the better. you’ll never guess where our chick ends up in pt.2!🐥🫶]







from being trapped in a hellhole where her blood w
 [image: from being trapped in a hellhole where her blood was taken from her every 3 weeks for almost 12 years, to living in a home with a family who loves her – Kolbie has been through so much 🥺 after she was no longer “useful” to them, The Veterinarians’ Blood Bank planned to keep Kolbie locked in a cage until she died 💔luckily, a PETA investigator was able to rescue Kolbie! unfortunately, there are so many animals still suffering at that blood prison 😭 help them using the link in our bio!]







gear up for #WomensHistoryMonth with our fierce ne
[image: gear up for #WomensHistoryMonth with our fierce new stickers! let’s fight like a girl for animals, for the planet, and against all injustice💗]







🚨 URGENT: if you’re a student in San Francisc
[image: 🚨 URGENT: if you’re a student in San Francisco, Marin, Alameda, Santa Clara, or San Mateo counties and you want to help animals killed for dissection, please e-mail us at hello@peta2.com right away! 🚨]







SXSW was out of this world 👽🛸
YOU can check
 [image: SXSW was out of this world 👽🛸  YOU can check out peta2’s Abduction experience at the link in our bio!]
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